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Question 1
Question Type: Hotspot

A company plans to stock new items and value those items by using FIFO principle. The company has multiple sites set up. There are

multiple warehouses for each site.

You must be able to view the value and quantity of these items at each warehouse.

You need to apply FIFO costing per warehouse.

How should you complete the costing setup? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

:
Image not found or type unknownImage not found or type unknown

Answer: 

Question 2
Question Type: Hotspot



A company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company has two sites at ports of entry, one in Atlanta and one in San

Francisco.

Due to supply chain constraints and cost fluctuations, the company must change from one standard cost for all products to two standard

cost structures, one for Atlanta and one for San Francisco. A costing manager for each site will manage and approve the costing. The

historical costs must be retained for analytical purposes. Costs are revised annually.

You need to configure the system.

What should you configure? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

.
Image not found or type unknown

Answer: 

Explanation: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/update-standard-costs-new-manufactured-item

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/update-standard-costs-new-manufactured-item

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/update-standard-costs-new-manufactured-item
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/supply-chain/cost-management/update-standard-costs-new-manufactured-item


Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You need to set up the manufacturer and year for the desks.

What should you configure first?

Options: 
A) attribute type

B) variant

C) friendly name

D) item type

E) attribute definition

Answer: 
B

Question 4



Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company uses Planning Optimization. The company sets up working day calendars to exclude weekends from lead time calculations.

You configure lead times and safety margins. The system does not use the safety margins in calculations.

You need to ensure that Planning Optimization uses safety margins.

What should you do?

Select only one answer.

Options: 
A) Enable Margins for Planning Optimization in Feature Management.

B) Set Working days to No.

C) Update the Safety stock journals.

D) Enable Purchase Trade Agreements for Planning Optimization in Feature management.

E) Create a coverage group.

Answer: 
E



Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A manufacturing company uses Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management. The company plats to move to the new Planning

Optimization functionality.

Several processes are no longer operating as

You need to identify any missing functionality and the number of records impacted.

tool use? TO answer, select the appropriate options in the answer are

a.

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one

Options: 
A) Explanation:

Answer is as :
Image not found or type unknown



Answer: 
A

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A distribution company implementing Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management has two warehouses.

One item is purchased and stocked in only Warehouse1. Occasionally, Warehouse2 this item based on customer demand. When this

occurs, an for the item must be automatically created for Wareturse2.

You need to configure the automation of the order for Warehouse2.

What should you configure? TO answer, the appropriate options in the answer are

a.

Options: 
A) Explanation:

Answer is as below.



Image not found or type unknown

Answer: 
A

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A company implementing Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management has multiple warehouses Some Of which are Warehouse

Management-enabled.

The company must hold inventory for the following purposes:

* On-hand inventor available for all transactions except for sales

* Automatic hold on inbound purchase order inventory.

* Damaged on-hand Inventory that can be transferred from a mobile device. leaving The undamaged inventory available.

You need to determine the feature that applies to each company requirement.



Which features should you use?

Options: 
A) Explanation:

See answer selected as
Image not found or type unknown

Answer: 
A

Question 8
Question Type: MultipleChoice

SIMULATION

You are a functional consultant for a company named Contoso Entertainment System USA (USMF).

You need to regenerate a master plan named DynPlan for item number D0023.



To complete this task, sign in to Dynamics 365 portal.

Options: 
A) You specify the planning method in the Master planning run dialog box. To open this dialog box, go to Master planning > Master

planning > Run > Master planning, or select Run in the Master planning workspace.

Regeneration

The regeneration planning method deletes existing planned orders, unless they are firmed. It generates new planned orders, based on

all the requirements. Regeneration is the only planning method that is available for static plans.

* Changes in supply are considered. These changes include changes in the forecast.

* This method respects the Period coverage code.

* This method supports product substitution functionality (PI).

Select DynPlan in the Master Plan field.

Select Regeneration in the Planning Method field.

Enter D0023 in the Item Number field.

B) You specify the planning method in the Master planning run dialog box. To open this dialog box, go to Master planning > Master

planning > Run > Master planning, or select Run in the Master planning workspace.

Regeneration

The regeneration planning method deletes existing planned orders, unless they are firmed. It generates new planned orders, based on

all the requirements. Regeneration is the only planning method that is available for static plans.

* Changes in supply are considered. These changes include changes in the forecast.

* This method respects the Period coverage code.

* This method supports product substitution functionality (PI).

Enter D0023 in the Item Number field.



Answer: 
A
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